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For our fourth trail work day of the season, we had volunteers from the Northern Gateway
Trails Club and the Milan Trail Huggers club working together on a bridge project. The goal was
to dismantle a 20-foot pole bridge and replace it with a 20-foot steel beam bridge.
All of the tools and materials were transported to the site by ATV. Some volunteers teamed up
and used a 2-wheel trailer loaned by the NH Bureau of Trails to haul new lumber up to the
bridge site. Then they hauled old lumber down to the staging area.
Volunteers from the Northern Gateway Trails Club included Peter Ripaldi, Brandon Merron,
Kyle Merron, and Keith O’Halloran. Volunteers from the Milan Trail Huggers club consisted of
Leo Couture, Andy Thibodeau, John Ryan, Steve Kellet, Alyssa Adario, Lauren Adario and Larry
Gomes.
When the crew arrived on site, the first step was to clear several inches of mud off the old
bridge. Since this bridge is being relocated to the snowmobile trail system, it had to be taken
apart carefully.
Once the runners were clear of mud and dirt, volunteers went to work with crow bars, pry bars
and hammers to remove each runner one at time. Then another team of volunteers removed
all of the nails from the runners, carefully placing the nails in a bucket so they would not litter
the ground. Since each runner was made up of multiple boards, they were labeled so they
could be put back in the same order when the bridge is re-assembled.
After all the runners were removed, the crew repeated the removal process for the decking.
Once all the decking had been removed, the excavator picked up the wooden poles one at a
time and swung them to the side of the trail. These were later transported down the hill to the
staging area along with the decking and runners.
Once the old bridge had been removed, the banks on either side of the brook were leveled and
2” x 6” pressure treated timbers were set in place as a base for the new bridge. Then the
excavator swung the new bridge beams into position one at a time. Then the diaphragms were
bolted into place to keep the beams upright when loaded.
The next step was to install the stringers. These were doubled up 2” x 8” boards that were
bolted to the top of the steel beams. Then the 4” x 6” deck boards were screwed down into the
stringers. Finally the runners were nailed down to the deck boards. We were short a few
runners but these were installed the next day finishing off a solid deck capable of supporting a
fully loaded dump truck.

We want to sincerely thank the volunteers from both clubs for their work on this project. Here
are some pictures from Sunday:

Peter Ripaldi shovels dirt and mud from the top of the bridge while Leo Couture gets ready to
remove the next runner. Andy Thibodeau and Kyle Merron remove nails from the runners
already taken off the bridge.

Steve Kellet and John Ryan remove materials for the new bridge from the State of NH trailer.
Notice the flat tire on the trailer. The tire kept losing air until some of the members from the
Northern Gateway Trails Club found the cause of the leak and fixed it.

Keith O’Halloran, Steve Kellet and John Ryan load old bridge materials on the trailer for the
ride back down the hill.

Excavator operator Matt Godbout (not in picture) swings out the first pole from the old
bridge while Leo Couture looks on.

Brandon Merron helps to install base timbers for the new steel bridge.

The first steel beam is in place while members of the crew assist with chaining up the next
beam.

With all the steel beams in place, the excavator lifts some of the diaphragms to the far side of
the bridge.

Everyone pitches in to install the diaphragms. These are the cross braces that hold the steel
beams in place when a load is applied. Each diaphragm is fastened with 8 bolts.

With the steel bridge completely assembled, the crew works on bolting wooden stringers to
the top of each of the steel beams.

The 4” x 6” decking is screwed into each of the stringers.

Runners are installed over the decking.

The runners that we had were installed. The next day, 6 missing runners were installed to
cover the entire deck.

Everything had to be hauled in by ATV. Here is Larry’s ATV trailer full of tools pulled up the
hill by Leo’s ATV.

